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Specification describing certain Improve
ments in Double-Mold Flows, invented by
CEALY BILLUPs, of Norfolk, in the county of
Norfolk, and State of Virginia.
The invention will first be fully described
and then clearly pointed out.

In Fig. 2 of drawing, G is a guide-Coulter,
having cutter g and pivoted at g1, within a
cavity of the shoe D. It is adjustable therein
by means of the apertures g3 in rear of cutter
and d is the top of the shoe. The cutter is in
tended to penetrate into the bottom of furrow,

Figure l of drawing is a front view of the serve as a guide to the plow, and compel it to

double-mold plow upon which my improve

ments are based. Fig. 2 is a side view of the
sam e. Fig. 3 is avertical section of same taken
in line œ .fr of Fig. 2.

move steadily and without wabbling.
In Fig. 3 of drawing, the plow-standard O is
shown, with a cavity, G’, in the upper and rear
part thereof. The headed screw-boltH is placed

A represents the bearing of plow; B, the within cavity and passed up through the stand

double mold; O, the standard; D, the shoe; ard and beam, being then drawn up to any re
E E', wing-mold boards; and F, auxiliary quired tightness _by means of nut and washer

wings. The wing mold-boards E of other h h’.
'
double shovels are, however, removable and
It will thus be observed that there is no op
replaceable by others at diiferent stages of portunity for grass, roots, or trash to get be
the growth of the plant. Hence, when the tween the bolt-head and beam, and require to

plants are young, they use the smaller and' be cleaned out by the plowman, while, also,
more contracted wings, which will not be like the said bolt is prevented from the friction of
ly to throw the soil too far or to cover up the these things, which have a tendency to make
bud of the plant; but when the plant has suf it work loose; but, in avoiding these difficul
ñciently stalked, and it is desired to throw the ties of a bolt-head beneath, I also remove the
earth all around the stem, in order to smother necessity of causing the standard to pass
weeds that are springing up in close proxim through the beam and form a tenon, which is
ity thereto, and which would, to a great ex a weak joint in a plow, unless the tenon is
tent, rob it of its proper sustenance, they re made so large as greatly to weaken the beam.
move the smaller mold-boards and substitute My bolt requires but a small hole through the

larger ones. Thus, they are compelled to keep beam, which does not sensibly diminish its
two pairs of mold-boards for each plow. This strength. .
’
is expensive, and those which are off the plow
Having thus described all that is necessary
are always liable to be lost or get out of place to a full understanding of my invention, what
on a farm. I have improved upon these mold

I esteem to be new, and desire to secure by

board wings by constructing them in two parts, Letters Patent, is-the lines a b of each wing coinciding and joint
l. The two wing mold-boards, E E, construct

ing closely with the lines c or d of the share

B. In the first plowing of the young plants
Iplace them as shown in full lines in Fig. l of
drawing, but subsequently remove their fast
ening-bolts and turn the edge b of wing E’ on
edge d of share B. The other is correspond
ingly located, when they are fastened and made

ed so as to form two different sizes according

as they are arranged, as shown in Fig. l of
drawing, or reversed in the manner described.

2. The pivoted guide-coulter G, having cut
ter-edge g and made vertically adjustable, in

rear of the share and mold-boards, by means
of a pin and apertures, g3, as and for the pur
to extend further and have a wider throw on pose set forth.
each side, but they are not so high. This ren
_
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ders but one set of wings necessary, is cheaper,
and each plowr always has its own set attached
to it.
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